
Agenda / Learning Objectives: 
 
1.  Work in pair and create a function template for SwapValues mentioned 

in Chapter 16 in the textbook. Check pages 4 – 10 in chap16cpp6th.pptx 
for details. 
Note: Run the following commands to extract lab23.tar in your venus 
account and check the solution (note the dot): 

cp ~ctse/cs211/lab23.tar . ; tar xvf lab23.tar 
   vi 16-01.cpp 

 
2. Read the key points, tips and pitfalls (for chapter 16) starting on page 2. 

  



From teacher’s note for Absolute C++: 
 
Key Points 
 
Basic Template Use.  The underlying algorithm for many functions is more general than any particular 
implementation. Templates provide a mechanism for creating definitions, in principle, for all parameter 
types. In fact, there is only one definition, the template definition, and functions are created 
(instantiated) only for the specific types used in the code. 
All templates, including function templates, begin with the template prefix. The following 

template<class T> 
and 

template<class T1, class T2> 

are template prefixes. The T, T1 and T2 are called type parameters. There can be one or more type 
parameters. The type parameter can be any legal C++ identifier.  
The keyword class means type, and in fact the ANSI C++ Standard allows use of the keyword 
typename instead of class. While use of typename makes more sense than class, we will use 
class, following the text and most of the literature in using class instead of typename.  
 
Template Parameter Use.  At one time it was necessary to use every template parameter as a type in 
the function parameter list. At this level, this is probably the best way to present these ideas to your 
classes.  Nevertheless, occasionally a student may ask about calling a template function that specifies 
the type to be used for the template parameter.  
The syntax for such a call is 

functionName<templaterArgumentList>(parameterList) 
 

Then a template parameter can be used for almost anything, for examples, as a return type or as a type 
for a local variable. Here is an example.  

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;  
template<class T> 
T f()  
{ 
  cout << "in template  T (f)" << endl; 
  return T(0); 
} 
template<class T> 
void g() 
{ 
  T x(37); 
  cout << x << endl; 
} 
 
int main() 
{ 
  cout << f<int>() << endl; 
  g<int>(); 
  return 0; 
} 

If you look forward to the syntax for instantiating a class template, you will find that this is an exact 
parallel to the syntax for instantiating a class template. 
 
Class Templates.  We have seen that function templates provide a way to generate a function for type 
parameters that satisfy the template requirements. Similarly, class templates provide a way to generate a 
class for every type that satisfies the requirements of the member functions.  In spite of the fact that 



many classes may be generated, there is only one definition, the class template definition. The classes 
and their member functions are created (instantiated) only for the specific types used. 
 
The template prefix is the same for a class template as for function template.  The following, 

template<class T> 
and 

template<class T1, class T2> 
are template prefixes. The T, T1 and T2 are called type parameters. There can be one or more type 
parameters. The type parameter can be any legal C++ identifier.  
Example: 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
template<class T> 
 
class Pair 
{ 
public: 
  Pair(); 
  Pair(T firstValue, T secondValue); 
  T accessFirst(); 
  T accessSecond(); 
private: 
  T first; 
  T second; 
}; 
 
template<class T> 
Pair<T>::Pair(T firstValue, T secondValue) 
          :first(firstValue), second(secondValue) 
{} 
template<class T> 
Pair<T>::Pair(): first(0), second(0) 
{ 
} 
 
template<class T> 
T Pair<T>::accessFirst(){ return first; } 
 
template<class T> 
T Pair<T>::accessSecond(){ return second; } 
 
int main() 
{ 
  Pair<int> x; 
  Pair<int> y(2,3); 
 
  cout << x.accessFirst()<< endl; 
  cout << x.accessSecond()<< endl; 
  cout << y.accessFirst()<< endl; 
  cout << y.accessSecond()<< endl; 
  return 0; 
 
} 
 

Tips 
 
How to Define Templates.  The text's technique for writing a template is to create a function that does 
what is wanted for some simple type, perhaps double or int. Once it is written and debugged, the 
template prefix is added and every occurrence of the simple type is changed to the template parameter, 



while noticing and documenting every use of a special property of the simple type. The text points out 
that that the non-template function is far easier to write and debug than writing a template first. 
 
 
Pitfalls 
 
Pitfall: Compiler Complications.  The bad news is that for most template implementations, separate 
compilation that is portable is not possible. The good new is that template implementations all work 
when the template definition and the template header are included with the application that uses the 
template, and this is portable.  
The usual practice is to put the template definitions in a file with a .h extension and to protect the file 
from multiple inclusion with the usual incantation.  

#ifndef PROTECT_FILE  
#define PROTECT_FILE  
//your template definitions here  
#endif.  

This file is included where it is needed.   An alternative is to put the template declarations in the 
template interface file, #include these in the template implementation file, then #include both these in 
your application. As in any header file, protect each file from multiple inclusion. 
This creates the appearance of separating implementation from interface. 
 
If one insists on separate compiling of template implementations, you will likely have to use some 
proprietary, compiler dependent technology, with the consequence that your code will not be portable. 
For example, Borland's compiler and GNU g++ provide similar implementation dependent compiler 
directives, called pragmas to carry out separate compilation of templates declarations and definitions.  
 
Omitting the <T>.  When the template class constructors and member functions are implemented, a 
characteristic beginner error is to omit the <T> type parameter list on the class name (not the constructor 
name, which is second.: 

template<class T> 
//Pair::Pair(): first(0), second(0)  // error, need 

  // template  
Pair<T>::Pair(): first(0), second(0) // argument list 

  // like this.  
{ 
} 

The error message from VC++ is "use of class template requires template argument list." Your students 
will likely see this message or one like it. We recommend mentioning the error and the error message. 
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